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Check out these upcoming events on Life @ Fairfield!

 - Accounting Roundtable
 - DIY Night
 - Mariachi at The Quick
 - Painting the Border
 - Prospect House Food
 - Strong Nation
 - Black Rock Food Pantry
 - Fairfield on Fire
 - Mens Soccer
 - Peer Tutoring
 - Rosh Hashanah
 - Yoga
 - Career Fair Prep
 - LinkedIn Photo Day
 - Own an Interview
 - Pres Ball Polaroids
 - Spin Class
 - Zumba Toning

The Improbable Rise and Fall of DSB
Nick Silvia, Contributing Writer

 With all of the construction happening around campus, students could only imagine which building would be next 

to be demolished, falling victim to the unstoppable tide of first years who demand more modern facilities, probably because 

they were spoiled with iPads by their parents at the age of two. However, some might be surprised to hear that the latest 

casualty of grossly over accepting silver spoon millionaire’s children who grew up without knowing what an Elmo is will be 

the Dolan School of Business.

 Now in its fourth year of operation, the home of the country’s future most elite tax evaders will apparently not 

reach the half decade mark, though it still managed to outlive the Tully’s pizza.

 “No it didn’t,” said the radioactive talking pizza we found in the Tully urinal. “I’ve been here since the old DSB was 

built. I’m never gonna die.”

 Early reports are saying that for the upcoming school year, all business students will be shifted to the Covid wing 

of the old DSB, while the English and film majors in old DSB will be shifted to the Tully. The Tully will then be shifted to 

the library because, let’s be real, no one goes there.

 A funeral mass for the structure will be held at Egan Chapel the final week of May, with the closing hymn being 

“Jordan Belfort,” by Dyl and Wes Walker, as performed by all of the university’s music majors, who didn’t have any better 

summer plans.


